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Wives, submit yourselves unto your husbands,,. for the husband is
the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church*.
Ephesians 5s23-24
The only position for women in SNCC is prone#
Stokslay Cartaichaeli !LSl6S^--
What at mad idea, to demand eq^uality for women I,,,Women are nothing
but machinea for producing children,
U^oleon Bonaparte
The great q.uestion that has never been answered, and which I have
not yet been able to answer despite my thirty yeara of research into
the femine soul, is: What does. a. womsai want??
Sigmund Preud
The only alliance I would make witha the Women’s Liberation Move¬
ment is in bed*
Abbie Hoffman
Women?? I guess they ought to excercise pussy power*
/
Eldrldge Clea/er, 1968
In the highest society, as well asethe lowest, woman is merely an
instrument of pleasure*
Tolstoy
In the East, women religiously conceal that they have faces; in the
West, that they have legs* In both cases they make it evident
that they have but little brains.
Thoreau
Women are 70 percent of all clerical workers,, 99 percent of all
private household workers,. 55 percent of all other service v/orkers,
and 27 percent of all factory workers. Only 14 percent of all work¬
ing v/omen are employed as professional of technical v/orkers.
The median income of V/hite women, employed full time, is lower
than that of Black men, employed full time. The median income of
Black women, victima of both^ race and. sex discrimination, is lower
still. This is despite th4 fact that the median education of both
groups of women is higher than that of their male counterparts.
American women die each year from medically unsafe abortions in
greater nrabera than American soldiers who die annually in Viet Nam.
When a-legal status had to be found for Negro sl^es in the 17th
century, ~he nearest and most natural analogy was the status of women.
Both grours were placed under the jurisdiction of paternal power,
and their main function was. defined as freeing the white male from
menial concerns.
(Quotes from Sisterhood is Powerful, Robin Morgan, 1970» p. 31f34.)
The preceeding selections are a random assortment of commentaries^
on women. They reflect the reality that much of the conditioning and
many of the opportunities that people face in the world are influenced
by which sex that person happens to be. It is the purpose of this
paper to explore the ideas of authors who have dealt ^ith the issue
of sexism in the United States, in an attempt to illuminate the ex¬
isting situation and the solutions they suggest.
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Much evidence exists to support the supposition that the econ¬
omic system, social beliefs and societal institutions in the United
Statest; operate in collusion to the end of maintaining the status
quo# This status quo is dependant in part on the subjugation of
women# The dilemma bom of this situation is that women are social¬
ized in ways that stifle their potential as human beings, and the
consequence of that is that their inferior status is proclaimed not
only by the world outside themselves, but also in their own perceptions
of normalcy and self#. Women who attempt to conform to the legacy
offered them do so by actively seeking a-lifestyle that is conducive
to a second classe status, and women who resist this legacy must face
retribution from themselvea'and othersefor their abberant behavior#
In the United Statea sexist practicea are part of the fiber of a
patriarchal/capitalistic system, and it is within the context of
that system that sexist discrimination must be understood#
Patriarchal societies are those in which men contiol and directly
reap the benefits of the meanaof production# In the U.S# economic
and political power have always been and remain today the province
of those who are l)male 2) Anglo-Saxon 5)wealthy,- and power accrues
to people in the U#S#. in proportion to how closely they approximate
these three qualities# Of the many groups of people that are dis-
enfrancised by this system,, this paper speaks directly to the ram¬
ifications of this discrimination as it applies to women#* As is the
* j^ttitudes toward women and studies about women often generalize
about them as a group without giving specific attention to the
subgi*oup3 that exist within that category (subgroups identified by
race, sexual preference, age, etc#)# It is with that knowledge that
generalizations about women must be understood# Specific attention
will be given to somw of these subgroups in the latter part of this
paper#
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case with the rest of the disenfrancised, the conditions under which
women can survive are largely dictated by the men in power, both in
vocational and domestic spheres*
Societal beliefs that accompany such a power structure reinforce
it by portraying those in power as the most capable and portraying
the people who serve them as less capable and theref03:^deserving of
their servant-to-the-^naster roles. It is doubtful that there is
much dispute regarding the fact that an individual in an ear^ stage
of acq.xiiring skills is best supervised by someone in at more advanced
stage of acquiring skills* (It should not be assumed that the latter
individual should be given greater financial rewards for his expertise,
but that issue is outside the scope of this paper.) Were ’’skill stage”
the sole basis for discrimination, as the White Male power structure
claims, existing army of dissidents would not be3as large* The
issue at hand is the insidious effect of stereotype thinking and in¬
tolerance for cultural variety, each o^ which serve to cripple the
disenfrancised in their efforts to gain skills and in their efforts
to use them once they are obtaiined*.
The exclusive existence of White Males in the power elite has led
to the perpetuation of the myth that White Males are intrinsically
superior and that members of other races, sexes, etc. are thought
to have particular qualities that render them less capable* Sexist
typing has surely worked to narrow the possibilities that White Men
have for self-expression, but nonetheless the range of fi*eedoms and
expectations ascribed to them direct White Men to fuil.ll a prophecy
of power, privilege and capability that is strenuously discouraged
for all others* Individual capabilitiy and desire take a ’’back seat”
as small girls are indoctrinated in what they should and shouldn’t
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do and as they are encouraged to be ’'good girls" as defined by be¬
haviors that keep them innocent , dependant, self-sacrificing , and
begins their progressive dehumanization*^
It is a reality of self-development for all people that the
mastery::of life's challenges requires experience with life's challenges
• •* experience that is alternately exciting and risky,, demanding and
rewarding* It is at this point, in the contemplation of life's
challenges, that individual differences and desires are abandoned in
deference to sex-role stereotyping,, with different domains of ex¬
perience assigned to male and female.accordingly. To be male is to
have the mandate of developing one's aggressive, rational , independent
vocational, intellectual and "mirvival" capacities, this to the end
of having developed himself, to having influenced the course of
events la the world, and to provide the financial support of his
dependants* To be female is to have the mandate of developing one's
pas^ve, emotional, dependant, seductive and domestic capabilities,
to be barred from straggling with many of life's challenges, and to
be in charge of maintaining the support system from which a man can
fortify himself with the physical and emotional nurturance necessary
to enable him to fufill his role. The demands and rewards of the
masculine ''mis3ion"asao great, as is the prestige ascribed to that
role* The "female"ttraits he must forfeit in the pursuit, in the
opinion of many ahuman liberationists", are a. serious loss, but the
consensus of the masses of men and women alike is that these "fem¬
inine traits" are equated with weakness and incompetance and are
therefore undesireable in the masculine psyche* (Men and women alike
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view them to be evidence of weakness and incompetance in the feminine
p^cha also,, but women often resign themselves to that as their
"fate as feminine"*) The rewards of the feminine "mission" are less
great, and the "masculine traits" they must forfeit to fufill their
feminine role often render them not only unfufilled but also of a=.
child-like character.
This is more than an arbitrary division of labors and traits, end
between the cultural devaluation of "feminine traits" and the conse-
q.uent servitude prescribed for feminine people, the socialization of
men and women is the U,S, is stifling to the potential of each sex
a&'individual human beingSj and is more severely stifling and res¬
trictive to women. Consider the pairs of opposites under discussion—
aggreiKtiTe/passive, rational/emotional, independent/dependent, voca-
tional/dcmestic, intellectual/seductive. The first error in sexist
logic is rhat the former of the pairs?is indeed the province of the
male and -he latter that of the femalo. These potentialities exist
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in men women alike, to varying degrees in any given individual.
Despite ssxxial conditioning to the contrary, this reality still sur¬
faces in the personalities of those who either dare to be different
or have no other choice. Sexist logic, in a variety of subtle and
not so subtle ways, has split these areas of human functioning in
half and ascribed them to the sexes accordingly, Any person desiring
to fufill the potentialities they have in the opposite sphere must
face negative sanction in society and in themselves, as they have
doubtlessly internalized to some degree the indoctrination society
has:offered them, A second, and large error in sexist logic is that
the so-called "feminine traits" are inferior—that to be rational is
superior to being emotional, that to be aggressive is better than
being passive, etc#,etc,.,
A community of women exists who are fighting to realize their
potentials in traditionally male domains, :but who have joined the
keepers-of the sexiet status quo in their devaluaxion of those traits
perceived as feminine* Like men, they feel that the existence of these
traits in their personalities connotes weakness, and they therefore
struggle to submerge those parts of themselves*•.often replacing an
old stereotype with a new one* They aspire toward acceptance in male
domains while they eschew the value of the traditionally feminine*
It is suspected that, while they might gain in the trade in terms of
attaining greater power than was previously their lot, they have g.t.
the same time paid a price of abdication of self* This dyngunic alsj
operates on a large scale in females who are not vocationally identified
with men. They likewise devalue feminine traits and also blame women
for their own underdevelopment* This results in the stance that they
refuse to trust or enjoy members of their own sex. This phenomena
is much like the one that created the ”0^0’* * Women who would rather
be with men most often do so by use of feminine wiles that demean
their integrity, or they attempt to submerge their feminine traits
and ”be like” men---a situation that serves to create identity confusion
and meets with less than the approval she seeks* She is at this
point, in terms of any signifigant interaction, isolated from both
men and women* The female who has developed both traditionally
’’ferainine” and ^masculine” traits in her^lf, who is capable and not
eager to please the male, who structures her role in a self-respecting
fashion and ”fighta back” when it’s violated.*»*.this is often a. woman
who is perceived as ’’they enemy” by the male*
A perspective that will hopefully gain endorsement is that each
of the feminine/^aaculine traits has It’s value and place in both
men and women at a given time, that value judgements in this sphere
are often irrelevant (**,i8 andapple superior to an orange?}, and
hat such variations on the norms are deserving of respect* T/ith
tereotypic thinking as pervasive as it is, it is strategic to under¬
core that there is little gain in replacing an old stereotype with
-new one (that of the androgynous personality with an eq.uai balance
f all traits, if you will* •-•.), but rather that true liberation from
exist conditioning will be found when men and women as individuals
ill be free to realiza their potentials as they see fit without con-
ending with the prohibitive type of conditioning that currently ex-
sts.
Societal rewards play an insidious role in encouraging young single
emales to engineer their own underdevelopment* Great accolades are
iven these females who will aspire to what is very similar to a child-
ike state* The extent to which she is innocent, helpless, young and
ependant on men for help is the same extent to which she is cute,
eminine, said desireable* The same traits are abhorrent in the male*
:alea are groomed for independence, and are regarded as “more of a
;an“ as they become wise, capable, mature and experienced. It is
ppropria^e for boys to have experience with all kindS' of social and
ducational situations, including sexual activities, violence, alcohol
.se and a host of “rule breaking’* activities* The expected response
3 token admonition combined with poorly concealed approval (i*e*,
boys will be boys”)* They suffer no stigma as a result of this, and
urely no classification into “good boy” and “bad boy “ types unless
hey seriously violate the norms of their peers* Through this process
hey learn how to handle situations in the real world* Young females
ust avoid these very activities, as while they are “worldly experience
0 the adolescent male, they are anathema for the females, and it is
elieved that they haventt the ability to handle it anyway. As is
he case with many experiences prohibited to women, the constrictive
naiuro of "the standards are obscured by the ^claiin that they are being
protected for their ovm good, and this out of love* For boys, the
potential of pain is 7?orth the potential of experience, but for girls
the dangers are regarded as too serious and the experience unnecessary*
Thus a young female learns to fear a large segment of life and her
capability to deal with it* Should a female’s curiousity lead her
to violate these restrictions, for her it is not a natural part of
growing up but rather a serious deviation that earns her the reputation
asFOne of the ’’bad girls9:* ’'Good girls” suffer conformity and in¬
experience, ’’bad girls” esc^e this but lose their standing, and in
each case the standards applicable to females do not allow for the
integration of experience a-male can have and still retain his integrity
Thus the socialization, expectation, and resultant stereotype is
that the male is the keeper of superior intelligence, worldly survival
talents, and potential for economic gain* Later in life, while he is
about the business of developing himself via a host of experiences,
women are directed to narrow their experience to talents and roles
that will ultimately support the male and the propagation of the
species* The male is prepared toward developing his potential in the
world at large, where he is given permission to try his hand at a
vast selection of challenges* He will ultimately insure his survival
by committing himself (for periods of time of his choosing) to a
vocation or a. series of vocations commensurate with the skill level
he hstss attained* In this process he has in all likelihood not been
very interested or invested in developing the skills involved in
home and family maintainence and has probably not looked toward dev¬
eloping nurturance abilities as a signifigant part of his life, but
he knows that he has the financial power to buy them and that there
are plenty of dependant women available to provide them* (He is a.
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"ca'tcli*’> and will be mourned at hia batcbelor party when ’•caugnt”*)
The female is discouraged from exploring her talents in the v/orld
at large (after all, what talent does she have for that sort of
thing?) and instead, is-directed toward developing herself in the
skills of home and family malntainence*
This does not result in the reaping of equal rewairds—she does not
hava a variety of options for how she will spend her time and energy
in a job, does not have the ability to comfortably take care of her¬
self and any dependents she might want to have, and will not be
able to afford to supply herself with a caretaker/wife* (i*e*, she
is dependant and needs to find a ’’catch", and will be congratulated
afc her bridal shower*) Hence she leaves dependancy on her family and
becomes: dependant on her husband, whom she pledges to honor and obey*
Her iderrity ceases to be "Mary Jones" and becomes the "Mrs*" of
John In this contract she has enjoyed a rather hollow victory,
as she has ofra^o4-a forfeil^^ many legal rights and in very many ways
compromises her future, but at least now there is a man between her
and pover^* So she now directs herself to the ta^s of home and
family maintainence*
In this domestic sphere, the importance of males—adult and child—
is of the first priority, and the emphasis in the family is on
meeting their needs* Research has shovm that the majority of parents
prefer to have sons than daughters, reflecting exactly this
priority*^ Female children are indoctrinated along’the lines; of
their mothers— indoctrinated to a.very restrictive role in life, and
again to the universal priority of meeting male needs. The male
ego has been hailed as of the utmost importance , with its eccentric¬
ities; to be forgiven, and is regarded as being deserving of female
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sacrifice. Sacrifice it surely is.,, of the female ego.
The dynamic of the female's sacrifice of self in the interest of
giving a higher priority to male needs has heen can^-coated into a.
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eulogy to the nurturant mother. Rather than patterning a marriage
along the lines of two people nurturing each other as they each
pursue a dynamic life process, the:;”dynamic life process?' is more
the province of the male, and the nurturing the province of the
female. The vi^on of the woman who sacrifices self in the interests
of those she cares for is commonly regarded as an ideal toward which
women should strive. With all the virtue ascribed to this posture,
women often lead themselves to a sacrificial altar and aspire to the
role of servant. In her self-sacrifice she supports her "master^'
in their growth and comfort, diminishing her own likelihood of en¬
joying these same rewaards. It is a foregone conclusion that the
male will assert and pursue his personal priorities and his wife will
aid him in this endeavof. Should he meet with frustration and be¬
come "righteously” angry, his anger is respected and alterations are
made to accomodate his needs, A wife who makes demands will often
do so in a self-depreciating fashion, but should she be able to make
them with the firmness and conviction of her right to do so,she is
"selfish" and generally in some way accused of being a "bad mother"
for not putting others needs first. Should:she show anger, rather
than being respected she is-barely tolerated and classified as
either a "bitch" or a "nag". Again approval is won for passivity
and compliance and the abdication of self. One has only to recall
the countless "rewards" male authors give their wives in their
acknowlegement sections—"I deserve appreciation for writing this
book and my v/ife deserves appreciation for accomodating me as I did
so,"—to appreciate the subtleties of this dynamic. This standard
of virtue for women is ^’wornan as martyr^” is another of the
barrierasin the path of woman fufilliug herself*
Home and family maintainence involves a multitude of menial
tasks, the bulk of which are invariably the wifes responsibility.
She has a working day that doesn't end at five o'clock and that
does include many unenviable tasks* The difference between her role
and her husband's in terms of stimulation is clear* Should her
"liberated" husband allow (he is still in charge) her to work, it is
often with the stipulation that she cany on all of the household
duties as she had before* Little attention is given to the idea
that they might distribute the household duties equitably* That
issue aside, home and family maintainence are also of critical
importance in any society, and the healthy rsdsing of children an
art. The responsibility should be given a high proprity and re¬
garded ^rh an awesome respect, but the carrying out of this
responsibility should not be stereotyped as a female destiny* The
blanket as^gnment of this duty to women serves to prematurely
close the exploration of alternatives, as does the blanket assignment
of this duty to government* If people were freed of traditional
thinking they would become aware that the questions of "Will I have
children? How will tl^ be taken cai%.of? Por what reward?" pose a.
multiplicity of possibilities* Exploring these possibilities can lead
to arrangements that are more in keeping with the needaof all con¬
cerned than are traditional arrangements. To remain ignorant of
these possibilities is to endorse a tradition that is too often
inadequate when combined with the demands and trends in modem
society*
To pursue the issues of child care in greater depth are beyond
the scope of this paper, but the critical point is that home and
family maintainence has been regarded as a female destiny* The role
has been imposed on women who have not experienced the world enough
to know whether this is their preferred choice, but too often find
out after the fact that it is not. Men are urged to interact
with the challenges of the world at large—^omen are urged to interact
with the challenges of domesticity. The latter is narrow in scope,
developa- a narrow range of tailents, and leaves woman ignorant and
dependent and observant to man, Man is the provider of income, woman
is the provider of service, and she can have domestic tranq.uility
to the extent that she can please.the boss and his needs. Her own
personal needa and efforts at self-development are the price she pays
in this ^stem of survival, (Men are likewise directed to ^please
the boss**, but generally for only a portion of the day,they have
greater freedome to terminate these commitments, and all the while
have the “support system** of home,)
The majority of women in the United States are White and have
husbands with incomes-above the poverty level. The lifestyles
described to this point speak largely to this group* As these are
the dynamics of the lifestyle of the dominant class, they do infil-
trate the lives of the lower calss, as they are the most available
example of lifestyles that lead to power. This 3.eaves the non-white
and poor with a lifestyle created by the influence of the domin^t
culture, the influence of their native cultures, accomodations made
of economic necessity and the survival tactics necessary in a.
racist/patriarchal/capitailist society. As a result of this, the
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plight of the non-white and poor women takes on a markedly different
character. Sexist discrimination does influence her life^ but to
a.very different end than that of the white and wealthier American
female* In a. very incisive narrative, Toni Morrison describes v/hat
she believes to be a predominant posture of Black females as they
view the Women's Liberation movement of today***
"What do black women feel about Women's Lib? Distrust* It is
white, therefore suspect****They look at white women and see them as
the enemy for they know that racism is not confined to white men, and
that there are more white women than men in this country and that
53/^ of the population sustained an elo(iuent silence duringt times of
great stress**.The problem of most black women is not getting into
the labor force but in being upgraded in it, not in getting into
medical gehool but in getting adult education, not in how to excercL se
freedom from the "head of the house" but how to ^ the head of the
household** •
For years in this country there was no one for black men to vent
their rage on except black women* And for yeara black women accepted
that rage—even regarded that acceptance as their'unpleasant duty*
But in doing so, they frequently kicked back, and they seem never to
have become the "slave" that white women see in their own history*
True, the black woman did the housework, the drudgery; true, she reared
the children, often alone, but she did all of that while occupying
aajace on the job market, a place her mate could not get or which
his: pride would not let him accept* And she had nothing to fall back
on: not maleness, not whiteness, not ladyhood, not anything. And out
of the profound desolation of her reality she may very well have
invented herself***
**.black women have always considered themselves superior to
white women*..Black women have been able tp envy white women (their
easy life, the atteation they seem to get from their men;) they could
fear them(for the economic control they had over black v/omerfs
livea)and even love them (as mammies and domestic workers can;)
but black women have found it impossible to respect white women*
They never have had what black men have had for v/hite men: a feeling
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of awe at their accomplishments.”
Joanna Clark speaks" to the devaluation of the Black Female's
current role aso she describes the way the opposition would like
her to adopt a lifhite-JLike female role*.*
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-...Look at what * a happened to us in the last hundred yeara; we've
been bravely propagating and all we've gotten are a lot of lumps and
a bad name. On the other hand, there are people like Glazsr and
Moynihan carrying on about our matriarchy and inferring that we've
botched up the job long enough and that if we insist on doing
something, confine ourselves to standing behind the man of the
family and bringing him up to par...Anyway, there's the brother
nattering away about how we've been lopping off balls long enough,
it's time to stand aside. So you stand there looking as pink and
white and helpless as is possible under the circumstancea...*”"^
Additional ways in which sexist discrimination af^fect the lives
of Black Women are that they earn lesa than Black men and that
opportunities for Black advancement are more available to men.
National earnings data do not support it he popular conception that
wives' earnings in most low-income Black families are often greater
than husband's. It is said that in 85^ of the Black families with
incomes of $3000 or less, the husband's income surpassed the wife's.®
In 1971 the median family income for Black families with a male
head of household was approximately $8,000}at the same time the
median family income was approximately $3500 when the female was
the head of household*^
Nancy Henley, in a report to the Committee on Equal Opportunity,
states, ’’The black movement is conceived as primarily directed
toward the black man, and programs to meet its demands- have refleoted;
this. The Job Corp, with many blacks, was practically all male until
Si 1966 Act of Congressarequired at least 1/5 participation by females;
of the 125,000 trainees under the Manpower Development and Trainings
Aot in 1963, only 31*.7^ were women; in 1968, in the Job Opportunities
in the business sector program, only 24^ of those hired were female;
the training program of the National Alliance of Businessmen is re¬
stricted mo black matles^”^®
Ijj a. comparison of the Black Pemale-4/hite Female roles it is appar-
rent that more so than White Women^Black Women have worked outside the
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home and within the context of a female ’’kinship” system. More
White woasn have had more education to put to less use, and more
fathers and husbands^ have economically supported them in isolated family
units than is the case with most Black Women, Nonetheless, the
publicallj employed Black Woman really has no more mobility, psycho¬
logically or economically, that her White non-publically employed
counterpart*; The ghetto ’’kinship” system is asamuch a structure of
bitter necessity as is female isolation within the middle class
family. The feminist desire to overcome dependence on men cannot
be shared by those Black Women who, because of racism and class war¬
fare, have never been allowed a. similar dependence, although they
may indeed have longed for such dependence and for the privileges it
represents.
Sexist elements are also a part of the African tradition. While
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noat woman in Africa have traditionally always worked strenuously in
childbearing and rearing, in agriculture and/or coramerce, they have
not been political, mili::^ary, or religious leaders as often as men
have, nor has polyandry existed as often as polygamy* There have
been African q_ueens and milirarists, and many matriarchal cultures in
'•pre-historical” Asia, Africa, South America and Europe* Once European
intervention occurred, the African women’s position was even further
downgraded in comparison to her male counterpart: African men were
forced and/or encouraged to participate in education, modem farming,
land ownership, factory work, etc* Female warriors ceased to exist
entirely* To date, most African revolutionary or traditional nation¬
alist leaders, militarists, judges and priests are men, not women*
A belief that pervades both the races is that men have always been
seen as more physically and intellectually powerful than women* To
strictly heterosexual women, they are also the only possible sexual
partners* For these reasons alone. Black "Women, like most White w omen,
will ystick” by their men sooner than thej^ill ’’become” their own
men, i*e*, sooner than they will incorporate ’’male” or all human
characteristics* The real sexual revolution is harder and more
threatening cffc people of both sexes, and of all classes and races,
than are even other extremely difficult revolutions*
It is easy to see why the Black female might be unsympathetic to
the goadLs of White Women in the Liberation Movement* She often
would love to stop working, to be able to take care of the children,
to be able to have a. man take care of her* "She is talking about
having one full-time job instead of two* She is also tsilking about
they many privileges of having a white skin in America, especially
if it belongs to a. middle-incoae wallet. She ia talking about
racial differences in housing, schooling, and employment^ and she
is talking about feeling safe on the streets or in her home. She
is also talking about the privilege of psychological dependence
and material security: even if these are temporary privileges, and
purchased at the expense of human dignity and freedom, the
pleasure of such female privileges is real and has kept many of
us alive. It is probably better to be the slave of rich man
than the slave of a poor man: better to be at the mercy of power
than at the mercy of powerlessness.
A transition to a lifestyle like that of the White Woman would go
ailong way toward solving the Black Woman’s problems, hut should she
hold this as a goal and achieve it, she will be faced with the dilemma
that the Thite Woman faces now. When money does&H stretch to cover
the minimam in humar^ieeds, issues such as ’’the right of women to
attend medical school” cannot absorb much of their interest. How¬
ever, should they copy the lifestyle of those in power and thereby
”win” a position like the White housewife, they are then prey to
the victimization that has been the ma^or subject of this paper.
Having moved on the continuum of human need to a point past that
of insuring basic comforts, a need toward self-development emerges
(if it has not been submerged via conditioning). A vitality for
experiencing life can be felt that had previously been a luxury that
one couldn’t afford. To act on this vitality is^ everyone’s birthright.
With the White housewife providing such an excellent example of how
not to be, it is hopeful that Black Women can resist the pressures
of conformity and find new alternatives.
The •’female condition" would seem more accurately to he per¬
ceived as "the conditioning of the female"* The roles, duties
and characteristics attributed to us are a formidable enemy in any
of life's pursuits, be they adolescent activities, domestic
arrangements, or sexist inequities the educational, i-political
and vocational spheres. As the history of social change repeals,
the impetus for change will come from the faction that is victimized—
not the faction that profita from the victimization. At this point
in time, consciousness of our oppression has reached a large segment
of the female population, which was a. first and necessary step.
A second stage , that of "tokenism", has begun that is often absurd
in its "bandaid type" of solution, but is nonetheless a-prerequisite
step to the ultimate goal. To see women joining the ranks in
spheres of influence, although their numbers are small, is an acquis¬
ition of power that is a testament to what women have achieved, and
evidence of the potentiality of what women can achieve.
